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To Enforce or Not to Enforce? Leslie Jones and
Twitter’s DMCA Policies
BY SETH WARSHAW/ ON FEBRUARY 28, 2022
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On Twitter, the question for copyright holders is not how to enforce their rights under the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), but whether to enforce them. Specifically, on
Twitter, copyright holders can report any violations under the DMCA, and penalties for
violations range from having the content removed to a permanent ban from Twitter.1 With
having a presence on social media only becoming increasingly important for copyright
holders, it has proven critical for these holders to strike a balance between protecting their
rights and giving some leeway to users. Often, allowing users to have the latitude to use
copyrighted material only promotes the holder’s product, either directly or indirectly.
Accordingly, some copyright holders have decided that it’s sometimes better to “join them”
rather than to “beat them,” as it relates to users who technically violate DMCA rules. A strong
example of this question was Leslie Jones allegedly having some of her posts taken down
during the 2022 Winter Olympics.
In 2016, social media’s most prominent Olympic commentator wasn’t initially employed by
NBC.2 Rather it was Leslie Jones, the Emmy-nominated Saturday Night Live star,3 and her
Twitter feed.4 Her witty coverage during the 2016 games quickly led NBC to invite her to come

down to Brazil, where the 2016 games were located.5 NBC’s head of Olympic coverage stated
that “[e]xperiencing the Olympics through the lens of Leslie is unlike anything else.”6 Jones
continued to play a prominent role on social media during the next two Olympic games,
being dubbed the “De Facto Olympics Fashion Critic”7 in 2018 and declared as some people’s
“favorite Olympics sportscaster” following her defense of Simone Biles in 2020.8 It seemed like
the 2022 games would be the same, but her fans were shocked by a post on her Instagram
story discussing how NBC had been discouraging her this time around. Jones stated that she
was: “starting to feel like this should be my last Olympics I live tweet…. [I]’m tired of fighting
the folks who don’t want me to do it. They block my videos….”9 NBC has disputed that they
took her videos down, saying that they were a “super fan of her” and that the removals were
due to third-party error.10 In the days following the uproar, NBC said the situation has “been
resolved.”11
Whether or not it was actually a third-party error, one thing is for certain, and that is that at
some point in time, NBC made the decision not to wield their power as a copyright holder and
have the videos removed. To put it another way, NBC decided that Jones’s infringing on their
rights as a holder helped them, not hurt them.
Striking the correct balance between protecting content and permissiveness is particularly
relevant in American professional sports. Whether it be on social media or on the video
platforms that leagues own and operate, fans have increasing access to clips or
highlights.12 One factor playing a role in this shift is most likely changing sports viewing
patterns.13 Specifically, viewing patterns of younger fans are significantly different than those
of older generations, and “about half of young [National Football League] (NFL), National
[Basketball Association] (NBA) and [Major League Baseball ] (MLB) fans polled prefer watching
highlights over a full game as opposed to the older folks, who still like to tune in for the whole
thing.”14 This is attributed to a range of factors, such the effect social media has had on
people’s attention spans, as well as the fact that many young people don’t have
cable.15 Accordingly, leagues are now tasked with figuring out the best way to circulate these
desired highlights and how permissive they should be, or how much they should collaborate
with independent Twitter users.
The MLB’s response to criticisms of how they used Twitter’s copyright policies is an example
of the changing landscape. In 2018, the MLB was met with uproar when it had popular Twitter
user Rob Friedman, otherwise known @PitchingNinja, removed from Twitter because he used
MLB highlights in his videos.16 At the time, Friedman had nearly 50,000 followers on
Twitter.17 In response to the uproar, MLB stated that it would work with Friedman and allow
him to continue using content from MLB games.18 Since this dispute, Friedman has become a
“@MLB & @ESPN Pitching Contributing Analyst,” with nearly 350,000 followers on Twitter. 19
Clearly with this experience in mind, the MLB took steps to make it easier for fans to share
videos on social media with “Film Room.”20 With Film Room, users can “search the MLB video

archives to produce a ‘reel’ of up to five plays and share that reel on any platform.” 21 In the
month following the launch of the platform, traffic to MLB’s video website went up over
250%.22 Additionally, with the success of accounts not affiliated with the MLB like @Jomboy,
with nearly 400,000 followers, permitted to operate freely when posting NBA and MLB clips,
the MLB has clearly wised up to the value of having fans have the ability to share these
clips.23 In addition to the MLB’s efforts, any fan of the NBA or National Hockey League (NHL)
can attest to the fact that there’s an increasing amount of Twitter users making their own gifs
of highlights and posting them on Twitter.
As younger generations continue to crave highlights and short clips on social media,24 it seems
clear that copyright holders aren’t going to achieve maximum growth without giving popular
social media users license, or unofficial license, to post copyrighted material. Whether it be
Leslie Jones or an anonymous sports blogger, rights holders have seemed to learn the lesson
that just because you can enforce copyright policies doesn’t mean you should.
Seth Warshaw is a Second Year Law Student at the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law
and a Staff Editor at the Cardozo Arts & Entertainment Law Journal. Seth is interested in
litigation, regulatory law, and sports law.
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